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INTRODUCTION 

From 12,000 to 24,000 oil and gas wells were permitted each year in Texas during the last 
decade (1). The rapid development of the state’s oil and gas resources has required large volumes 
of heavily loaded trucks per well developed. This truck traffic has impacted the Texas 
Department of Transportation (TxDOT) Farm to Market (FM) road network as well as its trunk 
State Highway (SH) and United States (US) route designated highways. One of the major issues 
facing TxDOT maintenance forces is the repair of this impacted road network.  
 
Some areas of Texas have a long history with the oil and gas industry.  A blessing by a group of 
nuns in the early 1920s led to the discovery of the oil windfall that is known as the Permian 
Basin, an area once thought barren of oil (2).  With the advancement of technology in the oil and 
gas sector, the amount of recoverable oil in the Permian Basin continues to increase each year.  
Figure 1 displays the geographic location of the Permian Basin, along with the various oil plays 
contained within the basin (3). 
 

 
Figure 1.  Oil Plays within the Permian Basin (3) 

Certainly, Permian Basin TxDOT districts face challenging times with energy sector traffic, but 
they do some from a perspective of decades of experience.  On the other hand, TxDOT districts 
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such as Corpus Christi and Laredo experienced oilfield traffic that was a drastic change from 
historical traffic conditions. 
 
The energy sector boom taking place in southern TxDOT districts was a result of a shale play in 
what has been classified as the Eagle Ford Shale.  This play was essentially nonexistent in 2010 
before exploding to over 300,000 barrels per day.  Figure 2 was borrowed from 
oilindpendents.org, which borrowed it from Energy Information Administration, part of the U.S. 
Department of Energy, and displays the geography associated with the Eagle Ford Shale (4).  
The play has been concentrated toward the southwest with Karnes County being somewhat of an 
epicenter.  This area affects TxDOT Corpus Christi and Laredo districts most directly.  Yoakum 
and San Antonio districts also have roadways affected in the play.  Bryan District has seen some 
effects as the play stretches into Burleson, Washington, and Brazos counties. 

 
Figure 2.  Geographic Layout of the Eagle Ford Shale (4) 

In response to the rapid play within the Eagle Ford Shale, TxDOT grouped a set of projects 
together across the Yoakum, Corpus Christi, San Antonio, and Laredo districts and developed a 
design-build (DB) contract to perform various types of construction to mitigate the impact heavy 
oilfield trucks were having on Texas roadways.  The DB project originally consisted of eight 
Laredo District locations, 11 Corpus Christi locations, five Yoakum locations, and three San 
Antonio locations.  Multiple change orders throughout this contract modified and removed some 
locations.   
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As a result of the energy sector impacts and the various construction techniques being used by 
TxDOT, several projects have been selected for performance monitoring.  Several of these 
projects were taken from the DB contract to capture Eagle Ford Shale construction, while a few 
projects were taken from West Texas and the Permian Basin area.  In all, 16 projects have been 
selected from across the state that deals with energy sector development.  Of those 16, 11 are DB 
projects.  A 12th project is from the Corpus Christi district and evaluates the performance of 
asphalt stabilized base as part of the structural pavement section.  The remaining four projects 
come from western districts dealing with Permian Basin activity.   

 
This document is intended describe construction activities on a variety of roadways, under 
different geographic and loading conditions.  In addition to the summary of activities, for many 
of the projects, a historical performance, construction performance, and post construction 
performance review is provided.   These reviews offer insight into lessons learned and potential 
construction method pitfalls and advantages. 
 

OVERVIEW OF PROJECTS 

A longer report is available that discusses the selected projects in detail.  The goal of this report 
is to briefly introduce the selected projects and construction activity, while focusing on lessons 
learned and performance of the projects post-construction.  The 16 projects selected for 
performance monitoring, a brief description of work, and what is evaluated in terms of 
performance are listed below. 

 FM 81 
o Corpus Christi  District – Karnes County 
o Included in DB contract 
o From FM 1144 intersection (TRM 524) north to SH 123 intersection (TRM 

534+0.778) 
o Control Section(s) – 0991-02, 1123-01 
o Type of work:  ¼-point widening using 10 in of flex base with a two course 

surface treatment (2CST) over the entire roadway. 
o Pre-construction roadway condition and performance, construction performance, 

and post-construction performance. 
 FM 627 

o Corpus Christi District – Predominately Karnes County 
o Included in DB contract 
o From SH 80 intersection (TRM 528+1) south to FM 81 intersection (TRM 

540+1) 
o Control Section(s) – 0943-01, 10905-04, 1095-05 
o Due to change orders and other construction related issues, FM 627 consists of 

three pavement structures.  One pavement structure consists of pulverizing and 
blending new base with the existing roadway to a depth of 8 in and cement 
treating with two percent cement.  The cement treated base (CTB) is overlain 
with 6 in of flex base and coved with a 2CST.  A 1.25 mile section received the 
reconstruction activity previously described, but also has four inches of HMA 
above the reconstructed section.  The southernmost section of FM 627 consists 
of only ¼-point widening with 10 in of flex base and 2CST. 
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o Pre-construction roadway condition and performance, construction performance, 
and post-construction performance. 

 FM 882 
o Corpus Christi District – Karnes, Live Oak, and Bee counties 
o Included in DB contract 
o From FM 626 intersection (TRM 546) south to SH 72 intersection (TRM 562+1) 
o Control Section(s) – 0991-01, 0991-03, 0991-04 
o Similar to FM 627, construction on FM 882 was modified after construction 

began.  The final section of FM 882 consists of a rehabilitated section by 
pulverizing and blending new material into a subbase of eight inches and then 
treating with two percent cement.  A six inch flex base overlay is placed over the 
CTB, followed by a 2CST. 

o Pre-construction roadway condition and performance, construction performance, 
and post-construction performance. 

 FM 99 
o Corpus Christi District – Live Oak County 
o Not included in DB contract, contains a section with asphalt stabilized base 
o From near US 281 intersection (TRM 570+1) south to Live Oak/McMullen 

county line (TRM 576) 
o Control Section(s) – 0348-12 
o FM 99 was a rehabilitation project that had an asphalt stabilized base test section 

change ordered into the project limits.  A detailed review of this process is 
provided in a technical memorandum associated with this research project.  The 
tech memo includes FWD testing after six months. 

o Performance analysis for this roadway includes summer 2016 ride and rut data 
and FY 2016 PMIS visual data. 

 FM 133 
o Laredo District – La Salle County 
o Included in DB contract 
o From Dimmit/La Salle county line (TRM 446+0.908) east to IH 35 intersection 

(TRM 438+2.022) 
o Control Section(s) – 0237-01 
o FM 133 received a full-width rehabilitation strategy.  Construction included 

pulverizing the existing roadway and blending new material to achieve 10 in of 
depth.  Nine inches of the blended material was treated with three percent 
cement.  A 3.5 in TY C Superpave surface was placed over the CTB.  

o Pre-construction roadway condition and performance, construction performance, 
and post-construction performance. 

 FM 190 
o Laredo District – Dimmit County 
o Included in DB contract 
o From US 83 intersection (TRM 570) south to 13th St in Asherton (TRM 571) 
o Control Section(s) – 0963-01 
o FM 190 was essentially a reconstruction consisting of 9.5 in of flex base, 

followed by a two inch TY C Superpave overlay. 
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o Pre-construction roadway condition and performance, construction performance, 
and post-construction performance. 

 IH 35 West Frontage Road 
o Laredo District – La Salle County 
o Included in DB contract 
o From Frio/La Salle county line (TRM 82+0.4) south to near Cotulla (TRM 

68+0.8) 
o Control Section(s) – 0017-08 
o The frontage road was pulverized and new material added to reach a depth of 10 

in.  The mixed material is treated with three percent cement with a two inch TY 
C Superpave overlay placed as the final surface. 

o Pre-construction roadway condition and performance, construction performance, 
and post-construction performance. 

 IH 35 East Frontage Road 
o Laredo District – La Salle County 
o Included in DB contract 
o From Frio/La Salle county line (TRM 82+0.4) south to near Cotulla (TRM 

68+0.8) 
o Control Section(s) – 0017-08 
o The east frontage road is in the same location as the west frontage road.  The two 

inch overlay on the west frontage road was added by change order.  The east 
frontage road does not include the two inch overlay, rather it includes 
pulverization, blending with new material to a depth of 10 in.  The 10 in material 
is treated with three percent cement and the final riding surface is a 2CST. 

o Construction performance and post-construction performance. 
 FM 1585 

o Lubbock District – Hockley County 
o Traditional design-bid-build contract 
o From FM 303 intersection (TRM 258+1.07) east to US 385 intersection (TRM 

264+1.51) 
o Control Section(s) – 2182-02 
o The project includes pulverizing and spreading the existing material to a depth 

of 4.5 in where it is then treated with three percent cement.  A six inch flex base 
overlay is placed over the entire roadway, followed by a 2CST to create a 30 ft 
paved surface. 

o Pre-construction roadway condition and performance and post-construction 
performance. 

 SH 158  
o Odessa District – Midland County 
o Traditional design-bid-build contract 
o From SE of Midland (TRM 292+1.2) southeast to near RM 33 intersection 

(TRM 306) 
o Control Section(s) – 0463-03 
o The plans call for removing the SH 158 surface to reach the underlying flex base 

or cement treated base layer.  This layer is scarified to a depth of three inches 
and reshaped over the entire width.  A six inch flex base overlay is placed over 
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the reshaped material, followed by a three course surface treatment.  One of the 
primary points of interest is the use of a three course surface treatment. 

 SH 349 
o Odessa District – Martin County 
o Traditional design-bid-build contract with triple seal coats 
o From Dawson/Martin county line (TRM 288) south to Martin/Midland county 

line (TRM 320) 
o Control Section(s) – 0380-07, 0380-08 
o Three projects along SH 349 have been in service for various time periods.  

These projects were flex base rework and add new base, followed by a three 
course surface treatment.  The approximate project limits and construction 
completion are: 
 From SH 176 to 10 miles north of SH 176, completed Summer 2013 
 From Midland County line to SH 176, completed Summer 2014 
 From 10 miles north of SH 176 to Dawson County line, completed 

Summer 2015 
o Performance data includes only a site visit in Summer 2016 to discuss the 

performance of the three course surface treatment. 
 RM 33 

o San Angelo District – Glasscock and Reagan County 
o Tradition design-bid-build contract 
o From SH 158 intersection near Garden City (TRM 332+1.6) south to SH 137 

intersection (TRM 370+0.4) 
o Control Section(s) – 0558-07, 0558-08, 0558-09 
o Several change orders were executed, modifying the construction on RM 33.  

Much of the project consists of creating 10 in of flex base material by either 
blending with the existing roadbed or overlaying scarified material.  The finish 
riding surface is a 2CST.  It appears that in Change Order No. 3, a portion of the 
project was modified to a ¼-point widening using 10 in of flex base. 

o Pre-construction roadway condition and performance, construction performance, 
and post-construction performance. 

 SH 16 
o San Antonio District – McMullen County 
o Included in DB contract 
o Spot locations from south of Tilden (TRM 672+1) south to McMullen/Duval 

county line (TRM 684+0.5) 
o Control Section(s) – 0517-03 
o SH 16 work was chopped up to construct passing lanes and perform various 

other types of construction.  Typical sections varied significantly.  The only 
performance review is associated with traffic to understand the scale of energy 
sector traffic impacts in the San Antonio District. 

 FM 1680 
o Yoakum District – Gonzales and Lavaca County 
o Included in DB contract 
o From near US 90 in Waelder (TRM 478) southeast to Moulton city limits (TRM 

490+0.4) 
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o Control Section(s) – 1442-03, 1442-04 
o The existing roadbed is pulverized and spread out to achieve the desired width.  

New base is blended with the pulverized material to reach a depth of six in.  The 
blended material is treated with four percent cement before an eight in flex base 
overlay is constructed.  The new base material is primed with a RC 250 and GR 
5 prime, followed by a two course surface treatment (2CST).   The final paved 
surface provides 14 ft travel ways in each direction.   

o Pre-construction roadway condition and performance, construction performance, 
and post-construction performance. 

 FM 443  
o Yoakum District – Gonzales and Dewitt County 
o Included in DB contract 
o From intersection with US 90A (TRM 594) south to SH 111 intersection (TRM 

606+1.4) 
o Control Section(s) – 0839-01, 0839-02 
o The existing roadbed is pulverized and new material is added to reach a depth of 

eight inches.  The blended material is treated with three percent cement and a 
2CST is placed as the finished riding surface. 

o Pre-construction roadway condition and performance, construction performance, 
and post-construction performance. 

 FM 2067 
o Yoakum District – Gonzales County 
o Included in DB contract 
o From intersection with US 183 (TRM 502) south for four miles (TRM 506) 
o Control Section(s) – 0942-02 
o The existing roadbed was pulverized and new material was added to reach a 

depth of 10 in.  This material was cement treated, followed by a surface 
treatment, and then a two inch TY D HMA overlay used as the final surface. 

o Pre-construction roadway condition and performance, construction performance, 
and post-construction performance. 

 
Thirteen of the 16 projects include a thorough performance review.  These projects and the types 
of pavement work are summarized in the following table. 
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Table 1.  Performance Monitoring Project Pavement Structures

Roadway District CTB Depth FB Depth Surface Notes

FM 81 Corpus 0 in. 0 in. 2CST Widen only with 10 in. FB

FM 627 Corpus 8 in. at 2% 6 in. 2CST
Southern end widened only with 10 in. 
FB

FM 882 Corpus 8 in at 2% 6 in. 2CST

FM 133 Laredo 9 in. at 3% 0 in. 
3.5 in. TY 
C HMA

FM 190 Laredo 0 in. 9.5 in.
2 in. TY C 

HMA
Full reconstruction

IH 35 W. 
FR

Laredo 10 in. at 3% 0 in. 
2 in. TY C 

HMA
IH 35 E. 

FR
Laredo 10 in. at 3% 0 in. 2CST

FM 1585 Lubbock 4.5 in at 3% 6 in. 2CST

SH 158 Odessa 0 in. 6 in. 3CST
A 10 in. to 12 in. FB layer exists below 
the FB overlay

RM 33 San Angelo 0 in. 10 in. 2CST
10 in. FB layer is blended old and new 
material

FM 1680 Yoakum 6 in. at 4% 8 in. 2CST
FM 443 Yoakum 8 in at 3% 0 in. 2CST

FM 2067 Yoakum 10 in. 0 in. 
2 in. TY D 

HMA

 

A cost per mile of the project listed in Table 1 is presented below.  The costs are qualified with 
brief statements on the scope of work.  All costs are presented per mile, but represent the cost to 
construction or rehabilitate two lanes within a mile.  This is because most of the projects are rural 
locations with one lane in each direction, thus the cost of interest is to reconstruct or rehabilitate 
each lane within a mile.  For example, a $300k/mi project includes the construction on both lanes 
(or two lanes on a multi-lane facility) within a mile. 

 FM 81 = $75k/mi to $100k/mi 
o Includes widening and 2CST 
o Does not include widening any structures 

 FM 627 = $500k/mi 
o Approximately 60 percent of the project is a widen/rehab, with remainder 

a ¼-point widening and 2CST 
o Does not include widening any structures 

 FM 882 = $635k/mi 
o Rehab and widen 
o Does not include widening any structures 

 FM 133 = $850k/mi 
o Rehab, widen, and overlay (3.5 in) 
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o No new base material 
o Extent of structure work unknown 

 FM 190 = $2.85 million/mi 
o Reconstruction including construction of a bridge and large structures 

 IH 35 West Frontage Road = $550k/mi 
o Rehab, widen, and overlay (2 in.) 
o No new base material 
o Extent of structure work unknown 

 IH 35 East Frontage Road = $500k/mi 
o Rehab and widen 
o Extent of structure work unknown 

 FM 1585 = $535/mi 
o Rehab and widen 
o Includes $65k of ditch cleaning 

 SH 158 = $450k/lane mile 
o Specifically mentioned as lane mile because this is a multi-lane facility 
o Rehab, no widening 

 RM 33 = $375k/mile 
o Rehab and widen 

 FM 1680 = $620k/mi 
o Rehab and widen 
o Includes cross structure work 

 FM 443 = $470k/mi 
o Rehab and widen 

 FM 2067 = $625k/mi 
o Widen, rehab, and overlay (2 in.) 
o Cost of HMA is approximately $275k/mi 

 
HISTORICAL PERFORMANCE 

Comparing the projects above will never consist of comparing apples to apples, not simply 
because of traffic volume differences, but because of climate and subgrade differences.  While 
somewhat of an overgeneralization, energy impacted roadways in the Permian Basin on built on 
rock in a dry climate, while projects in the Eagle Ford Shale play are built weaker soils under 
wetter conditions.  This point is illustrated in Figure 3 that shows the expected soil moisture 
contents across Texas.  This figure was developed under TxDOT research project 0-4519-2 in 
2008.  Projects in the San Angelo, Odessa, Lubbock districts fall within the two driest 
conditions, while Laredo and Corpus projects are in the mid-rand, and Yoakum projects toward 
the wetter end.  This graph helps solidify what is intuitive and empirically known. 
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Figure 3.  Variation of Expected Soil Moisture Contents across Texas (5)  
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Also important to understanding performance, both past, present, and future is the change in 
traffic experienced during the shale play boom.  The Odessa district has long faced high traffic 
volumes with a large percent of trucks due to the Permian Basin, however many of the roadways 
affected in South Texas were historically narrow, lightly traveled rural facilities.  Figure 4 is a 
median AADT chart illustrating FY 2004 and FY 2013 data for all 16 projects.  Figure 5 consists 
of max daily truck traffic from FY 2004 to FY 2013.  The percent trucks data available in PMIS 
for FY 2013 was often incorrect, a fact discussed in the research report for individual roadways.  
When this was the case, 30 percent trucks was assumed.  The charts clearly display the change in 
traffic associated with shale oil production. 

 

Figure 4.  Project Median AADT Historical Comparison 
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Figure 5.  Project Max Daily Truck Traffic Historical Comparison 

Figure 5 is shaded to easily distinguish projects within the same district.  Corpus projects are 
shaded in blue, Laredo projects in red, Odessa projects in purple, and Yoakum projects in green.  
While Odessa has historically and continues to carry the highest volume of trucks and traffic, the 
change in traffic from 2004 to 2013 is most drastic in Corpus and Laredo.  These roadways 
experienced an increase in daily truck traffic of well over 1000 percent in many cases.  RM 33 is 
an interesting case because of its proximity to the Permian Basin and low levels of traffic in 
2004.  The shale play opened up previously unattainable oil reserves that moved the Permian 
boundary east, significantly impacting RM 33 in the San Angelo district. 
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FY 2012 with a rougher outside wheel path.  FM 1680 in the Yoakum district had an average left 
wheel path smoothness of 187 in/mi and a right wheel path smoothness of 226 in/mi in FY 2009, 
further illustrating the outside wheel path roughness often present on narrow rural facilities.  FM 
1680 also had significant patching and cracking present in FY 2009 and FY 2010.  SH 158 in 
Odessa has a much smoother historical ride quality with an average IRI of 113.7 in/mi in FY 
2009 and 94.7 in/mi in FY 2012.  SH 158 does however have significant alligator cracking in FY 
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2009 and FY 2010 that disappears in FY 2011.  From visual distress data, it appears a seal coat 
was performed in FY 2011, approximately three years prior to the construction project currently 
being monitored.  This type of historical analysis is available in more detail for many of the 
projects in the research report. 

 
COSNTRUCTION PERFORMANCE 

DB specifications require the contractor to ride the flex base prior to priming.  All sections with 
an average IRI greater than 125 in/mi require rework.  For projects with an HMA overlay, the 
DB smoothness specification requires corrective action when the IRI exceeds 95 in/mi when 
evaluating a bituminous layer placed in a single lift.  The Odessa district requires corrective 
action on base that exceeds 80 in/mi on average.  The San Angelo district requires corrective 
action on a section when either wheel path exceeding 100 in/mi.  Ride specifications on base 
material apply to finished base prior to placement of surface treatments.  Work performed under 
TxDOT research project 0-4760-1 evaluated how surface treatments affected the finished ride 
quality on base.  The results varied significantly without finding a conclusive value on how 
surface treatment will affect the overall ride quality.  Generally, placement of surface treatment 
increased the roughness by approximately 20 in/mi, but placement of a second surface treatment 
on top of the first had little effect and occasionally led to smoothing (6).  Ideally, the difference 
between construction ride quality and performance ride quality performed shortly after 
construction should be within 20 in/mi of each other. 

 
Projects outside of the DB contract do not have construction data available and complete 
construction data was not available on all DB projects.  Projects in the DB contract without 
complete roadbed work, i.e. FM 81, were not required to have construction ride quality 
performed.  FM 882 is an example of pulverizing and overlaying with flex base.  Construction 
ride data indicates an average IRI near 92 in/mi with a standard deviation of approximately 14.5 
in/mi.  Within the project, approximately 90 percent of all sections have an IRI less than 111 
in/mi.  Ensuring the outside wheel path is similar in smoothness to the inside wheel path is an 
important component of reconstructing these roadways.  On FM 882, 13 percent of sections have 
an outside wheel path rougher than the inside wheel path by greater than 25 in/mi.  These results 
are similar to those on FM 1680 in the Yoakum district.  Based on the analysis, it seems that 
processing the base material to near 90 in/mi was attainable on Eagle Ford Shale play roadways. 

 
Placing an HMA overlay improves the ride quality by more than 40 in/mi.  FM 133 in Laredo 
has an average IRI of approximately 53 in/mi and 75 percent of sections have wheel path 
smoothness with 10 in/mi of each other.  An evaluation of how the projects continue to perform 
is discussed in the next section.   
 
Before moving to the next section, several figures are presented that displays the significant 
bleeding encountered during construction.  When visiting with Corpus and Yoakum staff, 
bleeding issues were well known.  The Yoakum district decided to forgo the final surface 
treatment in hopes of mitigating the bleeding.  Many of the surface treatments were placed over 
an inverted prime consisting of RC 250 and uncoated GR 5 rock.  However, FM 81 experienced 
some of the worst bleeding and did not have an inverted prime.  It appears sealing under heavy 
truck traffic presented many challenges that caused the pavement surface to suffer.  Different 
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tactics were tried during construction to address bleeding issues.  The Yoakum district had 
uncoated GR 5 slung on bleeding sections, the Corpus district placed lime water, and San Angelo 
change ordered in addition GR 4 to be placed over bleeding oil.  It does not appear that any of 
these methods were extremely successful; bleeding seems to subside when cooler temperatures 
begin to arrive. 

 

Figure 6.  FM 81 Bleeding Issues (July 2015) 

 

Figure 7.  FM 627 Bleeding Issues (July 2015) 

Heavy bleeding, lime water residue, 
centerline covered with oil and lime water 
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Figure 8.  FM 1680 Bleeding Issues (July 2015) 

 
Several change orders on RM 33 were executed to address bleeding issues, including over $200k 
for only labor and equipment to patch potholes.  TxDOT provided the material for the pothole 
patching.  The RM 33 project also change ordered GR 4 rock into the project to be directly 
dropped on the bleeding sections with no additional oil shot.  Odessa change ordered HMA into 
the SH 158 project to overlay intersections to deal with the bleeding occurring. 

 
INITIAL PERFORMANCE REVIEW 

Initial performance reviews occurred with site visits and video collection in July 2015.  Ride 
quality and rut measurements were collected during fall and winter of 2015/2016.  These 
measurements were collected on 0.1 mi increments.  PMIS visual distress ratings were collected 
in fall and winter of 2015/2016 as well.   
 
Cooler temperatures helped kill the bleeding issues, but visible signs of flushing remained 
present during the fall evaluation.  Figure 9 displays the surface condition of FM 627 in later 
November 2015.  Figure 10 is the same curve from FM 81 shown in Figure 6.  Finally, Figure 11 
displays wheel path flushing on SH 158 in the Odessa district. 

 

Uncoated GR 5 along pavement edge, 
used to treat bleeding 
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Figure 9.  FM 627 Surface Condition (November 2015) 

 

Figure 10.  FM 81 Surface Condition (November 2015) 
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Figure 11.  SH 158 Surface Condition (December 2015) 

Corpus Christi district chose to not widen cross structures to stretch dollars to repairing and 
widening as much pavement as possible.  It is difficult to tell how much money this actually 
saved.  Pure ¼-point widening with no structure extension is quite cheap at $100k/mi (for a 28 ft 
wide finished roadway), but FM 81 performance indicates this is not a desired method of 
construction.  Figure 12 is a photo from FM 81 where the construction joint between the 
widening and old roadbed is visible.  A review of FM 81 indicates this method of construction 
builds in outside wheel path rutting and often results in the outside wheel path riding much 
rougher than the inside wheel path. 
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Figure 12.  FM 81 ¼-point Widening Surface 

 
A more robust rehab strategy, like that performed on FM 882 will likely cost at least $600k/mi 
with no structure work.  FM 1680 is almost identical work to that on FM 882, but includes 
structure work costing near $600k/mi.  Figure 13 displays an unwidened structure on FM 882, 
while Figure 14 is an area with a widened structure on FM 1680. 

 

Construction Joint 
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Figure 13.  Narrow Structure on FM 882 

Figure 14.  Widened Structure on FM 1680 

Looking closely at Figure 15, there is a cracking forming in the outside wheel path.  These 
cracks are more severe at other locations within the project.  In many locations along FM 1680, 
water is standing in the ditch.  These drainage issues and fairly steep front slopes could be 
contributing to the growth of cracking in the outside wheel path despite the presences of cement 
treated base and a flex base overlay.   
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Structure work can become very expensive as noted by the cost of FM 190 at almost $3 million 
per mile.  Because of the short length of the project and the presence of bridge reconstruction, it 
is difficult to determine how much the structure work actually cost. 
 
Turning movements at well location driveways and intersections destroy surface treatments.  
Odessa addressed part of the issue by overlaying major intersections, but this seems 
unreasonable at each well location driveway.  Figure 16 is the intersection of SH 158 and FM 
1379 after overlay.  Figure 17 is the intersection of FM 882 and a well location after the 
placement of two surface treatments. 

 

Figure 15.  SH 158 Intersection with FM 1379 
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Figure 16.  FM 882 Intersection with Well Site 

A detailed performance review for each project is available in the research report.  These reviews 
discuss ride quality, visual distress, and rutting.  Comparisons are made between construction 
data and initial performance data.  For 2CST projects this comparison yields poor performance in 
the Eagle Ford Shale region.  Projects in the Laredo, Corpus, and Yoakum districts have poor 
ride quality, e.g. between 150 in/mi and 200 in/mi within months of construction.  Placement of 
the surface treatments should not increase the roughness to this degree.  It is unknown how much 
traffic handling and heavy truck traffic between construction QC/QA testing and surface treating 
damage the flex base.  The data suggests that base deterioration takes place between the end of 
construction and the collection of performance data. 

 
SUMMER 2016 PERFORMANCE REVIEW 

The summer 2016 performance review includes visual inspections of the projects and collection 
or ride and rut data on 0.1 mile increments.  This takes place between June 2016 and August 
2016. 

 
PERFORMANCE CONCLUSIONS 

SURFACE PERFORMANCE 

The most evident distress to the traveling public is bleeding of the multiple surface treatments.  
While the Corpus Christi district seems to have had the worst bleeding, it was present and 
prevalent throughout the state.  The use of a 3CST on SH 158 and SH 349 exhibits similar 
bleeding issues; however most of the bleeding stayed in the wheel paths and could be found in 
the outside lanes.  The use of lime water and spreading additional cover stone had limited 
success in mitigating bleeding.  Seasonal temperature reductions were most effective in “killing” 
the asphalt binder.  Even as cooler temperatures stiffened the asphalt binder, a layer of binder 
remained present above the cover stone, reducing the surface texture.  Bleeding issues were 
particularly bad at intersections and well site driveways.  On some projects, enough asphalt 
binder reached that surface that it stuck to vehicle tires and delaminated from the underlying base 
layer.  Heavy trafficking, particularly with heavy vehicles, is the primary cause for the extensive 
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bleeding, though more attention should be given to the design of shot rate and rock land and this 
design must be inspected during construction.   
 
RIDE QUALITY PERFORMANCE 

Many of the projects, particularly the DB projects, did not maintain a smooth ride quality in the 
short term following construction.  The immediate trafficking by heavy trucks caused much of 
the damage.  Most of the projects have narrow ROW that will not accommodate detour paving 
nor could the project financially support detour paving, thus traffic was placed on processed base 
material daily.  
Ride quality specifications on unprimed base material were applied to DB projects and were also 
applied to traditional design-bid-build projects.  The IRI specification for unprimed base material 
varies throughout Texas.  Odessa has the most stringent specification, requiring an average IRI 
of 80 in/mi on raw base.  Finishing the base material to this level of smoothness leads to less 
roughness on the roadway after application of multiple seal coats.  San Angelo enforces a ride 
specification using a rougher value (100 in/mi), but applies the specification to each wheel path 
rather than the average.  Applying a ride specification to both wheel paths limits the difference 
between wheel path smoothness, a common issue on rural roadways.  An analysis of historical 
IRI performance revealed that the outside wheel path is almost always rougher than the inside 
wheel path on rural roadways, potentially increasing dynamic loading that can lead to faster 
deterioration.  The difference between outside and inside wheel path smoothness can exceed 50 
in/mi.  The post construction performance analysis revealed that this roughness is often built-in.  
The lack of lateral support, the unconfined edge, and processing the material with the 
motorgrader mow-board only halfway on the roadway all contribute to building in this initial ride 
quality disparity.  Using a specification that measures both wheel paths can help mitigate this 
issue. 
 
The DB projects used an average raw base IRI specification of 125 in/mi.  Based on construction 
performance data, this level of smoothness was achieved, but the roadways were much rougher 
within a few weeks or months.  Many sections are well above 150 in/mi shortly after 
construction.  West Texas projects rode smoother than South Texas projects.  For example, FM 
1585 in the Lubbock District and RM 33 in the San Angelo District ride between 100 in/mi and 
120 in/mi, while SH 158 in Odessa rides below 100 in/mi on average, both below the 
specifications limit used on the DB contract. 

 
WIDENING PERFORMANCE 

Quarter-point widening performs extremely poorly.  The existing roadway displays signs of 
distress, while it builds in right wheel path (outside) rutting.  Additionally, processing base in a 
narrow footprint leads to a rough ride.  FM 81 is the prime example of this technique and 
displays why it was abandoned.  However, it is possible that the poor performance of ¼-point 
widening is partly due to attempting the widening operation under heavy traffic.  A previously 
widened portion of FM 81 received only a 2CST and is performing significantly better. 
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RUTTING PERFORMANCE 

Rutting data from some roadways suggest that the most vulnerable location for early outside 
wheel path rutting is the low side of horizontal curves.  Additional performance data from 
Summer 2016 indicates the low side of lanes through curves are prone to rutting, regardless of 
whether or not it is the outside wheel path.  Finally, ¼-point widening projects create a trough at 
the longitudinal construction joint near the outside wheel path. 

 
HMA SURFACE PERFORMANCE 

Placement of a thin lift of HMA over flex base performs poorly.  The reconstruction of FM 190 
includes a 2 in overlay over untreated base on subgrade.  The HMA cracked quickly and much of 
this section of FM 190 has been patched with mill and inlay operations, only months after 
construction.  IH 35 West Frontage Road has performed similarly to FM 190.  A 2 in overlay 
was change ordered into this project, to be placed over 10 in of cement treated base material.  
The HMA required patching within months of placement.  FM 2067 has performed better than 
the two Laredo projects with 2 in overlays, however longitudinal cracking near the outside wheel 
path has become visible on FM 2067.  The addition of 1.5 in to increase the overlay thickness to 
3.5 in seems to help, as FM 133 in Laredo is outperforming the 2 in overlays. 
 
While HMA overlays can increase project cost, they can make a significant impact on pavement 
performance.  FM 627 has three pavement structures, a rehab type structure, a ¼-point widening 
structure, and a rehab with 4.5 in overlay structure. The ¼-point widened area rides four to five 
times rougher than the HMA area and the rehabbed area rides three times rougher than the HMA 
area. 
 
DRAINAGE AND DRAINAGE STRUCTURE PERFORMANCE 

Most of the projects monitored for performance focused on the pavement footprint with little 
consideration given to the roadside.  Roadside drainage can have a major impact on pavement 
performance.  Projects located in the Eagle Ford Shale region are constructed on clay soils that 
are prone to volume changes as moisture content changes.  Some projects are already 
experiencing movement and longitudinal cracking along the outside wheel path.  Projects were 
noted with water standing in the ditch long after rain events.  Additionally, energy development 
requires new driveways.  A new driveway requires a culvert that without the proper ditch 
maintenance can create a drainage related problem. 
 
Structures, both small and large, were not widened during the Corpus Christi District DB project.  
This creates narrow sections along the roadway and potentially hazardous situations if trucks 
pass adjacent to each other.
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CONSTRUCTION RECOMMENDATIONS 

SURFACE RECOMMENDATIONS 

Seal coat surfaces are going to bleed under heavy loading.  If roadways are rehabilitated during 
normal traffic patterns, surface treatments perform as desired.  Surface treatments constructed 
under these conditions also perform reasonably well once heavy truck traffic begins.  
Constructing a seal coat surface at the height of energy sector development will create a surface 
performing poorly.  If a district chooses this option, provisions should be made at the beginning 
of the contract to mitigate bleeding issues and the party responsible for applying mitigating 
techniques must be clearly identified.  Ideally, this surface is abandoned once heavy truck traffic 
commences.  Placing a thin lift of HMA is not a reasonable substitute due to its poor 
performance.  Districts should consider adding material to the existing roadbed to reach a desired 
depth and cement treating this material, followed by at least four inches of HMA.  This will 
minimize the rise in roadway profile grade and eliminate the surface treatment. 
 
RIDE QUALITY RECOMMENDATIONS 

Finishing base under heavy traffic comes with many constructability challenges, but has been 
done successfully in West Texas, particularly the Odessa District.  South Texas projects struggle 
with maintaining ride quality between the unprimed base and the surface treatments.  This is 
likely due to immediate heavy trafficking of the base material, but the specification in South 
Texas was also more lenient.  In order to improve base ride quality, it is recommended that the 
allowable roughness within a 0.1-mile section be reduced to no more than 100 in/mi.  In order to 
minimize the built-in roughness between the left and right wheel path, it is also recommended 
that the specification apply to each wheel path rather than the average.  It was also noted that the 
records provided for construction IRI were on pdf files rather than the raw .PRO file format 
required in the TxDOT ride program.  It is important that contractors provide TxDOT with the 
.PRO files for processing to ensure measurements are not manipulated before submittal.  TxDOT 
should also consider how to verify contractor measurements on these types of projects.  
Verification is challenging because it is raw base that is being ridden and the contractor is ready 
to prime the material, thus verification testing must shadow initial testing, creating a scheduling 
issue. 
 
Districts should consider desired pavement structure against the current level of traffic.  Once 
heavy truck traffic begins, processing base becomes more difficult.  On the other hand, cement 
treating existing or blended material puts the processing component into the treatment 
application.  Couple this with HMA of at least four inches and ride quality will be greatly 
improved. 
 
A final possibility for maintaining ride quality between processing and the finished product is the 
use of temporary signals and long term lane closures.  If a district is comfortable having a one-
lane road set-up for an extended period of time using a temporary signal, traditional base and 
surface techniques should be able to be constructed to perform as expected.  
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WIDENING RECOMMENDATIONS 

Quarter-point widening projects should be undertaken with caution.  It is possible to utilize ¼-
point widening on low volume roadways, but even when this method can be easily constructed it 
has limitations.  This type of construction will have rutting built-in at the joint between the old 
roadbed and the new widening.  The difference between left and right wheel path smoothness 
will be high, with the newly constructed area most likely rougher than the old roadway.  Both of 
these construction issues can lead to premature deterioration, specifically if the low volume 
roadway becomes heavily trafficked.  Therefore, this type of construction should only be used on 
low volume and low truck volume roadways where it is fairly certain that the traffic patterns will 
not change in the foreseeable future.  This type of construction should be avoided once heavy 
truck traffic increases.   
 
RUTTING RECOMMENDATIONS 

Rutting is best mitigated by avoiding ¼-point widening and ensuring adequate pavement 
structure.  Care should be taken not to place insufficient depths of HMA over weak material that 
will likely lead to early rutting and fatigue cracking.  Rutting can also occur in the outside wheel 
path if the subgrade becomes wet due to poor drainage.  Roadside features should be evaluated 
for improvement during construction projects. 
 
HMA SURFACE RECOMMENDATIONS 

Placement of a thin lift of HMA will perform poorly and quickly require patching.  The dividing 
line between thick and thin is ambiguous, but based on these projects, a lift of two inches is too 
thin, while 3.5 inches is performing adequately.  On FM 627, four inches of mix is performing 
well.  If at all possible, nothing thinner than four inches should be placed on roadways that might 
experience heavy loading. 
 
The use of HMA must be considered in terms of structure and profile grade change.  On many 
rural roadways with a narrow ROW, increasing the profile creates tie-in or steepness issues with 
front slopes.  Combining HMA with stabilizing the existing roadbed material can offer an option 
that creates the structure needed while minimizing the profile grade change.  An HMA surface 
also eliminates surface bleeding issues.  Once heavy traffic commences, the use of thick HMA 
should be considered as the first option despite the fact that it will reduce the number of lane 
mile receiving work.  Combining thick HMA with the proper sublayer stabilization provides the 
quickest construction option and eliminates ride quality and surface bleeding issues. 
 
DRAINAGE AND DRAINAGE STRUCTURE PERFORMANCE 

Roadways with ditches and extensive surface drainage should at a minimum include ditch 
cleaning to ensure water is not standing and possibly saturating subsurface layers after 
construction is complete.  This will also help mitigate the vulnerability of the low side of curves 
to deteriorate more quickly 
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Districts should try to widen non-bridge class structures during rehabilitation projects.  Districts 
should also consider developing a plan to widen structures not previously widened during the 
projects described above.   
 
ADDITIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS 

Intersections can lead to many distresses.  If a seal coat surface is used, districts should consider 
overlaying the intersections to mitigate shoving, raveling, and bleeding of the seal coat surface.  
If this technique is used, the overlay should extend down the intersecting roadway and 
appropriate distance.  Driveways are another intersection location that can create problems.  
District should consider requiring concrete aprons on heavily traveled driveways.  This technique 
appears to be enforced in the Odessa District. 
New driveways also require culverts to be constructed.  Culverts should be sized appropriately 
and the required cover must be met.  Driveway permits should be detailed enough that a future 
drainage problem is avoided.  If possible, driveway culvert installation should include a cursory 
amount of ditch cleaning up and down stream to ensure proper drainage.  In light of both the 
previously mentioned driveway permit recommendations, districts must develop a standard 
operating procedure to enforce compliance with the driveway permit.  Additionally, districts 
need to be clear on how it will address driveway locations that are tracking material onto the 
roadway, deteriorating the roadway edge, or causing other impacts. 
 
FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS 

All costs are presented per mile, but represent the cost to construction or rehabilitate two lanes 
within a mile.  This is because most of the projects are rural locations with one lane in each 
direction, thus the cost of interest is to reconstruct or rehabilitate each lane within a mile.  For 
example, a $300k/mi project includes the construction on both lanes (or two lanes on a multi-
lane facility) within a mile. 
 
Corpus Christi District personnel indicated that ¼-point widening was originally selected as a 
technique to impact the largest number of lane miles and provide additional width that would 
improve safety on energy impacted roadways.  This method of construction costs approximately 
$100k/mi, but based on initial performance of FM 81, the technique was abandoned.  While this 
method provides extra width, it does not address the structural needs required by energy sector 
development. 
 
The cost of rehabbing and widening a roadway can vary depending on the amount of new 
material required, cement used, depth of new flex base, and depth of hot-mix.  Cost for these 
types of projects will also increase as the amount of drainage structure work increases.  This type 
of project will likely cost between $450k and $650k per mile.  Projects with drainage structure 
work will fall near the higher end.  A cost of $650k per mile could include some hot-mix, 
possibly up to 2 inches, but will not include thick layers of HMA.  Two inches of HMA over 
both lanes costs $150k per mile.  Rehabilitation projects with at least 4 inches of HMA can be 
constructed for approximately $750k per mile.  
  
Based on the rehabilitation and reconstruction cost, it clear why Corpus Christi District wanted 
to use ¼-point widening.  Between 4.5 and 7.5 times as many lane miles can be impacted 
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through ¼-point widening, but performance clearly indicates this method of construction is not 
acceptable.  Energy sector impacted roadways require additional structure; therefore the 
minimum cost a district can expect to spend is $450k/mi.  The high cost of HMA can be 
prohibitive.  When this is the case, cement treating base material with a depth of at least eight 
inches with three percent cement and placing a six inch overlay can be performed for 
approximately $600k/mi.  When selecting a pavement structure, consideration must be given to 
how much the profile grade can be raised, particularly if the roadway is also widened.   
 
While thick HMA can drive up the cost of a project, due consideration should be given to using 
at least 4 inches of HMA to provide additional structure and avoid bleeding issues.  Do not use 
thin lifts of HMA in construction or to address bleeding.  Heavy truck traffic will damage thin 
lifts of HMA over a short period of time.  Deep HMA designs can also reduce the profile grade 
increase, helping tie frontslopes back into ditch flowlines.  For each mile of 4 inches of HMA 
used, the total length of the project will be reduced by 0.5 to 0.75 miles. 
 
During lulls in energy section development, construction of more traditional rehabilitation 
projects can be performed.  This includes the use of surface treatments as the final riding surface, 
but ¼-point should only be performed on low volume roadways that will remain low volume 
even through energy sector booms. 
 
Structures should be extended during pavement construction work and roadside drainage should 
be evaluated for needed improvement.  Ditch cleaning will typically cost two percent of the total 
contract amount.  Structure extension costs vary depending on the number and size of structures 
within the project limits.  36 in. Class III reinforce concrete pipe (RCP) costs between $125 and 
$150 per linear foot and matching SETs cost approximately $3000 EA.  A couple of hundred feet 
of pipe extension at 10 different locations will add approximately $60k to the total project cost.  
Box work is more expensive than pipe work and many of these old facilities have small boxes 
that need to be extended.  Box extension will cost approximately three times its equivalent pipe 
extension.  Many of the DB locations had 20 or more extensions within the project limits, 
therefore including drainage structure work would likely increase the total project cost by $200k 
to $500k.  From a conservative estimating perspective, including drainage structure work will 
reduce the rehabilitation length by one mile.  
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